Gallagher Refuses to Allow Talk by Communist Uptown

By Andy Meppen

City College President Buell G. Gallagher Thursday denied permission to an Uptown student group to invite Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, a People's Rights Party candidate for City Council, to speak on campus.

Dr. Gallagher said that his action was based on a decision made last March by the five principal college presidents who refused campus facilities under the Smith Act. That ruling was made after an Uptown editor of the Daily Worker was first barred from speaking at Queens College and then refused Uptown campus privileges.

Miss Flynn, convicted in 1933 for conspiracy to advocate the overthrow of the United States government by force, was refused from prison five months after serving a three-year sentence.

To Speak Thursday

The students of the private Discussion Club, a chartered student organization, were barred when Dr. Gallagher said that the club was using Miss Flynn's candidacy as a pretext for inviting her. Miss Flynn, commenting on the ruling, said, "It seems to me an attack on the right of free speech."

By Student in Magazine

The bill makes it a misdemeanor to refuse to rent or sell housing to any tenant who is a member of the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations on the question of race, color, religion, nationality or ancestry.

Student Body to Sign

The students, lawyer Schiff and J. Boos, as the city's viewpoint on the student housing bill before a committee of the New York City Board of Estimate.

The bill makes it a misdemeanor to refuse to rent or sell housing to any tenant who is a member of the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations on the question of race, color, religion, nationality or ancestry.

CCNY Nightclub

The Board of Higher Education is considering legal action to prevent a Greenwich Village nightclub from using the name "CCNY."

Known as "CCNY—College of Complexes of New York," the nightclub first came to the attention of college authorities through feature stories in THE TICKER and the Sunday New York News.

President Buell G. Gallagher said Wednesday that the nightclub "has no right to disgrace the name of CCNY." He called it "illegitimate."

Dr. Gallagher received a letter from the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association expressing concern about the "advertising gimmick" used by the nightclub.

Sy Weisman, the Association's executive secretary, asked to be kept informed of any action which would lead to the barring of the use of the College's name. Dr. Gallagher said that the matter is in the hands of Arthur Kahn, legal counsel to the BHE.

Robert C. Krushewich, a member of the advisory committee of the U.S. National Students Association, the USNSA, and a member of the Executive Committee of the U.S. National Students Association, the USNSA, and a member of the Executive Committee of the U.S. National Students Association, the USNSA, will speak to students enrolled in Contemporary Issues in American Democracy Friday at 10 in 1220.

College Called Left-Wing

A City College student has attacked the College as being a "hotbed of left-wing activity." Dick O'Malley, an Uptown student writing in the November issue of American Mercury, has been embroiled in control of the student press, student government and student activities since the mid '50s, and that there has been "no really effective conservative group at CCNY to make these "right-wingers" controlled all the media of publicity."

锬ers, female service organization, will serve as ushers. Arthur L. Goldberg, treasurer of the Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity, will introduce Dr. Gallagher.


Baruch Talks to Ike

In front of a lively audience, Baruch M. Baruch, 77 year
old financial economist and author, visited the campus this week in
response to an invitation by the American Association for the United Nations. Mr. Baruch explained that he would give an address. He
completed an article for next week's issue of the American Association bulletin.

Baruch said that his conversation
would be conducted by a representative of the A.A. U.N. and that the President would make every effort to make the conversation free of
political questions. Mr. Baruch expressed the hope that the President could
make every effort to make the conversation free of political
questions.
Compromise

President Bissell G. Gallagher continues to be unperturbed by the increasing clamor of student opposition to his administration's policies. As the controversy over the $3.00 fee rise escalates, the Baruch School student body has become increasingly vocal in its protest. Students are demanding a voice in the decision-making process and are challenging the administration's authority to impose fees without consultation.

But Dr. Gallagher proudly announced that a paragraph in the statement issued last week would assure the future autonomy of City College; that he would in the future be in a stronger position than ever to forestall mudança in college regulations. He has once again confounded the college community by acting contrary to the very principles which, on a theoretical level, he has so often espoused.

We happened to overhear a comment by President Gallagher when he was invited to visit a new school which has just been opened in the suburbs. Wequote him in full: "The Baruch School is a model of what I hope the City College of New York will be in the future. It is a school that is run by the students, for the students, and in the students' interests."

Where does the compromise of principles end? What is the new school? It is the Baruch School. What is the school run by? The administration. What is the school for? The students. What is the school in the students' interests? The administration's interests.

Irony

City College President Bissell G. Gallagher has recently been accused of being a veiled supporter of the Civil Liberties Educational Foundation. The foundation was set up to oppose the witch hunts of the McCarthy era.

Dr. Gallagher has been active in the standing committee on civil liberties as chairman of the Board of Directors of the National Civic Union. This Union has been an active participant in the campaign for civil liberties.

Welcome Mrs. FDR

It is once again a pleasure to welcome Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to the City College of New York. As the world knows, she is here to dedicate the new campus of the school. It is fitting that she should be welcomed by the citizens of New York City, who so highly esteem her.

The new campus is designed to meet the needs of the rapidly growing student body. It is a beautiful building, with every modern convenience. The classrooms are spacious and well-equipped. The laboratories are equipped with the latest in scientific apparatus. The library is a treasure house of knowledge.

Profs Bewildered

By Twin Sisters

City Enrolls Famous Folk

The Baruch School student body has been visited by many famous people recently. Among the more notable were:

Robert F. Wagner, Governor of New York, who spoke at the opening of the new campus;

Dick Schulman, a Baruch School student, who spoke at the dedication of the new campus;

Professor F. D. F. Ritchie, Head of the Department of English, who spoke at the opening of the new campus;

Stuart S. Miller, New York City Official, who spoke at the opening of the new campus.

Cheaters

The Baruch School student body has been accused of being cheaters. The students have been accused of not paying their fees, of not attending classes, of not doing their homework, of not passing their exams.

But the students are not the only ones to blame. The administration is also to blame. They have set up a system that is unfair and unrealistic. The students are under constant pressure to perform, and they are not given enough time to prepare.

Former Cornell Student Praises City Education

"You can get a better education at City College than at any other university like University of Pennsylvania," said a former Cornell student. He went on to say that City College was better than any other university in the country.

"City College is a place where you can learn anything you want to learn," he said. "You can take courses in anything you want to take, and you can get a good education in anything you want to get a good education in."
universities often are forced to receive in salaries what they should receive and what they should be made elsewhere. For example, if faculty members, Dr. de Kiewiet called attention to the fact that faculty salaries have increased in purchasing power. To the fact that faculty salaries have increased in purchasing power. The job of one com-}

**Ralph Taylor**

**Leased In Germany;**

**Bonnet Only Booter Born in USA.**

**Bonnet Has Been, for the Past Three Years, Millennium,;**

**Learned Soccer in Germany;**

By Richard Gurian
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Beavers Victors, 7-1, Over Fighting Adelphi

The Adelphi College Panthers surprised the City College soccer team for one period Wednesday. Then the Beavers got down to business and scored twice in each half to ride roughshod over the Panthers played so well, in the first quarter, that Dean Manfred. Lavender goalie, was forced to make eight saves, more than any for a total game thus far this season.

Wachter, Bonnet Score

The Adelphi keeps the play even until the last five minutes of the day ten minutes after taking a pass from Sahl Pein. Keeping the ball in Adelphi territory, the Beavers ran to 5-1 when Billy Sund scored from 20 yards out, taking a lead pass from Bonnet. The goal was a freak one, as the ball rolled up the goalie's arm and into the goal.

The final Beaver tally was marked by Gabor Schlisser with two minutes remaining at the 30th minute. The win brought the Beaver Met-League record to 3-0. They have not lost a conference game since 1953, when they lost to Brooklyn College.

Coach Harry Karlin praised defensemen Johny Paranos after the game for his aggressive play.

Flashbacks

Fifteen Years Ago This Week

...Susquehanna University Crusaders beat pudders, 6-0...Harriers outrun Franklin and Marshall, 27-28.

Ten Years Ago This Week

Beavers defeat Wagner eleven, 12-6...Prepare for Brooklyn College game at Ebbets Field.

Five Years Ago This Week

Booters trounce Kings Point, 5-1...Beaver defenders third in Metropolitan Junior Championships...TICKER hoop squad downs bookstore '58, 44-40.

One Year Ago This Week

CCNY edges Brooklyn College, 1-0...Army Booters' Gator, Boonser, to undefeated slate...Harriers down Kings Point, Adelphi to stay unbeaten.

Score


Coach Harry Karlin at full strength for the contest.

Although a victory yet this season, the Mike Kahla squad features an adequate defense, but at best, an inadequate offense. The forward line has not